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Where did this document come from? 
On behalf of their faculties, the chairs of the departments in the CAS School of Humanities (SHUM) 
sought clarity on the kinds and quantities of scholarly work expected by the Dean and the Provost when 
evaluating research records for tenure. In the spring of 2014, the chairs of English, Communication, 
History, Humanities & Cultural Studies, Philosophy, Religious Studies, and World Languages asked to 
meet with the University Provost to discuss research expectations. 
 
To facilitate this discussion, the SHUM chairs drafted a set of research expectations and submitted it to 
the CAS Dean’s Office. Over the summer of 2014, Associate Dean Elizabeth Bell, Dean Eric Eisenberg, 
and Vice-Provost Dwayne Smith worked closely with the SHUM chairs to create a document that 
accurately and clearly reflects the research expectations for tenure in the Humanities. On September 5, 
2014, the final document was endorsed by Provost Wilcox and by all the parties listed above.  
  
Very specific numbers are offered. Where did these numbers come from? 
The numerical standards in this document are not new. The numbers called for are consistent with the 
records of past successful candidates in the Humanities.1 Since spring 2010, the “Benchmarks” 
document, written by Associate Dean John Cochran and posted on the CAS Faculty Affairs webpage, also 
called for similar levels of productivity. 2  
 
Is there anything new? 
Yes, these research expectations are now in writing. Second, this document represents consensus at the 
levels of the Humanities’ Chairs, Dean, and Provost concerning research expectations.  

Only one item rises to the level of an addition in substance: the expectation that candidates will 
provide evidence of their progress on manuscripts, drafts of chapters, correspondence with presses, etc. 
at mid-tenure. It should be noted that nothing in the current University or College T&P Guidelines 

                                                           
1
Please see the documents available at http://www.cas.usf.edu/facultyaffairs/research/ that chart the research 

records for the past three years for successful tenure cases in the Humanities. 
 
2 This “Benchmark” document called for “scholarly monograph plus at least 2-3 book chapters or peer-reviewed 

articles.” If publishing articles/chapters, then 6-8 articles/chapters is roughly equivalent to a monograph. 6-8 + 2-4 
is 8-12. The Humanities Research Expectations document calls for “approximately 10” publications. 

John Cochran discussed these benchmark numbers with all SHUM job candidates interviewing with him 
during recruiting season and covered them again with all new tenure-track faculty attending CAS New Faculty 
Orientation. 
 

http://www.cas.usf.edu/facultyaffairs/research/


prevents departments from asking for these materials from mid-tenure candidates right now. “Research 
Expectations” seeks to make clear that candidates should be prepared to provide this evidence. 

Evidence of progress will better enable faculty evaluation committees and chairs to fulfill the 
purpose of the mid-tenure review. According to the current USF and CAS T&P Guidelines: 

The mid-point review is intended to be informative and encouraging to faculty who are making 
solid progress toward tenure; instructional to faculty who may need to improve in selected areas 
of performance; and cautionary for faculty where progress is significantly lacking.  

 
For Departments: How do these fit with the 2015 USF T&P Guidelines? 
The USF T&P (approved June 2014; in effect June 2015) Guidelines read,  

The academic units of the University will define criteria for tenure and promotion according to 
the standards of their respective fields and disciplines, with specific expectations for types and 
levels of achievement and how they will be measured and documented.   

Departments in the School of Humanities should create tenure and promotion criteria for research, 
teaching, and service. “Research Expectations for T&P in the Humanities” should be adopted as they 
stand, or departments may adopt more stringent standards for research.  

The Dean’s Office will provide a checklist for assisting departments in the creation of T&P 
criteria, as well as making available completed criteria from CAS departments as models. All 
departmental T&P criteria must be approved by the Dean’s office as well as by the Provost’s office. 
 
For the College: How do these fit with the 2015 USF T&P Guidelines? 
The current CAS Tenure and Promotion Guidelines will be revised in 2014-2015 to bring them into 
alignment with the 2015 USF Guidelines. Academic Affairs has set April 30, 2015 as the deadline for 
completing all revisions and approvals of College T&P Guidelines. 
 A draft of the new College guidelines will be available January 5, 2015 for discussion; yet to be 
determined is a voting procedure and time frame for the vote. 
 


